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Introduction 
QIS is a state of the art software solution designed to facilitate the collection, analysis and presentation 
of real-time quality, process and performance data.  
 
Designed and built using core Microsoft technology and standards QIS provides a robust and flexible 
platform to meet ever changing business needs.  
 
With over 27 years heritage working within process manufacturing, QIS continues to be at the forefront 
of technology, helping manufacturing sites around the world to improve product quality, reduce waste 
and optimize process efficiency. Providing complete visibility throughout the manufacturing process, 
QIS enables operators to make critical and immediate on-line decisions and provides management with 
the data and real-time analytical tools required to support continual improvement objectives. 
 
The QIS license and pricing structure is scalable to fit the needs of your organization with flexibility to 
allow usage to grow as required, with full configurability by your users. QIS is designed to run straight 
out-of-the-box and requires no specialist customization or programming knowledge. Typically, QIS can 
be fully operational 4-8 weeks from order with no disruption to your day-to-day running. 
 
 

Core Benefits of QIS  
 Seamless connection to existing plant systems to facilitate automatic data collection 

 Improves the speed and accuracy of data captured on the shop-floor 

 Shares real-time production data across the entire operation 

 Provides complete visibility of process, performance and quality losses 

 Performs root cause analysis in seconds to drive process improvement 

 OEE dashboards and Drill-down reports ensure the whole factory is informed 

 Fully configurable by the user to meet the demands of your business 

 Easy to implement, set-up, train and support 
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Solution Overview 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is a crucial measure in TPM that reports on how well equipment 

is running. It factors three elements ---the time the machine is actually running, the quantity of products 

the machine is turning out, and the quantity of good output – into a single combined score 

QIS provides a powerful link between product, process and people. We provide the tools to help you 

turn large amounts of manufacturing and quality data into real knowledge and actionable intelligence.  

QIS offers an easy to use and affordable solution which helps you to capture, monitor, analyse and 

present live data to your entire production team, helping to tackle in-line performance, process and 

quality issues in real-time. 

Having access to critical data delivered in the right way empowers production teams to make smart 

decisions and provides a cost effective way to address the most common causes of efficiency loss in 

manufacturing (the Six Big Losses). 

 

The key components of QIS for downtime management include: 
1. Creating and responding to downtime Incidents 

2. Real-Time visibility of downtime, performance and quality issues 

3. Downtime Alarms delivered via desktop, email or sms 

4. Pre-Built KPI Dashboards for informed decision making 

5. Flexible Reporting Options 
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1. Creating and Responding to a Downtime Incidents 
To produce high quality products in the most efficient manner Operators need to be 100% focused on 

running their process, they don’t want the distraction of paperwork and non-productive tasks! 

That’s why QIS works so well on the shop-floor because it makes it easy and quick for operators to 

record and respond to downtime incidents as they occur. 

Using a dedicated real-time Downtime Tracking system is an essential tool for achieving your 

operational excellence goals. Removing the errors and delayed feedback inherent in paper-based 

systems are key steps in eliminating waste and proactive process improvement. 

Downtime Incidents can be created manually by an operator or can be created automatically by 

connecting to your shop-floor control systems, sensors and measuring devices 

 

Create a downtime incident manually 
If QIS is not connected to your shop floor systems, downtime incidents must be created by an operator. 

Using a simple user interface, an operator creates a downtime incident by “dragging and dropping” a 

pre-set reason code from the left of the screen onto the electronic downtime log-sheet. The operator 

then enters the relevant timings to complete the downtime record. This task is achieved in seconds and 

once recorded is visible across the entire manufacturing operation.  

 

 

Figure 1. Simple drag and drop functionality makes it quick and easy to create a manual downtime record 
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Automatic downtime incidents 
Although QIS removes the need for paper based systems by providing a simple electronic log-sheet to 

record downtime incidents, you may want to consider the benefits of automatic data collection to 

ensure greater accuracy and expediency of data. 

With automated data capture, you can’t “forget” to log downtime nor can you “massage” or 

“guestimate” the figures. Real-time automated data collection takes the pressure off operators and 

provides the accurate data you need to support your operational needs. 

In an automated environment, QIS can be connected directly to your control systems or inline 

measuring and monitoring systems (PLC, SCADA, Sensors, Checkweighers etc.), when a line stops or 

slows down a downtime incident will automatically be created in QIS and will appear on your operators 

console.  

All timings are recorded automatically, so all the operator has to do is to assign a reason code and enter 

optional comments and the record is complete. 

 

 

Figure 2. Trigger downtime incidents automatically through connection to your existing systems 
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2. Real-Time visibility of Downtime, Performance and Quality issues 
QIS collects downtime data from your shop floor in real-time and presents it instantly across your entire 

manufacturing operation via “real-time reports” and “live dashboards”. Having access to mission critical 

reports at the touch of a button reduces the time spent collating and manipulating data, allowing your 

team to focus on operational and process improvement. 

 

OEE Dashboard 
QIS provides powerful drill down performance dashboards that support and inform continuous 

improvement programmes. It is simple and practical, taking indices for machine downtime, 

performance and quality, providing a single OEE score that allocates a rating to the overall 

manufacturing efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 3. OEE dashboard presents live information across your manufacturing operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The OEE dashboard enables you to 

view your overall OEE score, or review 

each individual element Downtime, 

Performance and Quality. The 

interactive dashboard allows you to 

drill down into the next level of 

information to review and focus on 

the key areas of concern. 
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3. Downtime Alarms delivered via desktop, email or sms 
If you like to be informed whatever the time of day it is the QIS downtime alarm system will keep you 

up to date with all downtime incidents. 

The Alarm Logs can be viewed from within the QIS software via the alarm banner or they can be 

communicated straight to you via email or SMS, so you can see what’s happening 24/7 wherever you 

are!  

For a small fee we can also switch this feature can be switched off! Actually, alarms are fully 

configurable, allowing users to only subscribe to alarms which are relevant to their job function and 

area of expertise, so if you don’t need to know, simply don’t subscribe. 

 

 

Figure 4. Downtime alarms are distributed via sms, email and desktop banner 
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4. KPI Dashboards 
QIS provides a number of pre-built dashboard style reports for viewing and analysing both Live and 

historic data.  

Production Summary 
Provides a drill-down active report that allows immediate focus on the problem areas by process, 

production run and key issues. By selecting a time period summary you can see everything that has 

happened by run, shift, day or longer. The failure reasons are clearly highlighted along with any out-of-

control issues and are displayed as a ranked Pareto style chart. 

 

 

Figure 5. Production Summary presents a KPI summary in a single window 

 

Andon Display 
If you require ANDON displays to provide real-time performance data across your shop-floor, these 

can be designed and configured to meet your exact requirements. ANDON displays are designed to be 

displayed on the shop-floor via large display monitors. 
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5. Flexible Reporting Options 
The data in QIS belongs to you…so we don’t keep it locked away! We make it easy for you to analyse 

the data using real-time charts, reports and dashboards. 

 

QIS Report Writer 
Is a flexible and dedicated tool that enables you to build and share your own customised reports! The 

built in wizard makes light work of report design without the need for either programming or database 

skills. 

 

SSRS, Crystal, Business Objects…etc. 
QIS makes the data readily available for use in your corporate reporting tools such as SQL Reporting 

Services, Crystal and Business Objects. If your team don’t have the time or resources we can build a 

suite of reports which can be shared and accessed across your business via desktop, tablet or 

smartphone. 

 

 

 

…….and of course you can export to Excel! 
QIS makes the data readily available for export into excel. QIS makes it easy to analyse raw data in 

context against line, process, batch and product. Once summarised this data can be exported for further 

analysis and reporting purposes. 
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The Technical Bits  
Although QIS is designed to run “out of the box” you’re going to need somewhere to put the box, so 

below are a few essentials you will need to get things started. If you do not have the necessary 

infrastructure or hardware in place, QiSOFT is able to provide everything you need to support your QIS 

implementation. 

 

Factory Floor Data Network 
You’re going to need network connectivity on your factory floor so that the data collected can be sent 

to the server and shared across the whole organisation. This can be a wired or wireless network. 

 

Microsoft Server 
For those non-technical folks amongst us, a server is a software program, or the computer on which 

that software program runs. The server provides a specific kind of service to client software running on 

the same computer or other computers on a network. The minimum hardware requirements to support 

QIS are: 

• 2-4 GB of RAM 
• Core i3 CPU 
• 32GB SSD 

• Display device with 1280/1024 resolution 

 

All QIS components and services are fully supported in all variants of a Windows/SQL Server clustered 

environment. QIS runs under both 32 and 64 bit versions of Windows and MS SQL Server. 

 

Microsoft SQL Database 
QIS is software which collects a lot of data! Therefore, you’re going to need somewhere to store it all! 

We currently support the following database versions: 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2012 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2005  
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Data Entry Terminals 
On the shop floor you’re going to need networked data entry terminals to allow the operators to view 

and update downtime incidents. These will be standard Windows based PC’s with 19” Touch Screen, 

purpose built for hot and wet environments, to IP65 rating. How many you require will be determined 

by where and by whom you want the downtime incidents recorded. The minimum hardware 

requirements are: 

 

• 2GB of RAM 

• Core i3 CPU 

• Free space on 1GB hard drive 

• Display device with 1280/1024 resolution 

 

Supported Operating Systems 

• Windows 7/8 Professional 

 

QIS client software and services are fully supported in all Citrix and Windows Remote environments, 32 

bit and 64 bit Windows.  

 

 


